
Reading the Play-Calling Display          

The information displayed on the play-calling display is generated from the offensive team’s roster 

ratings and adjusted by the opponent’s defensive ratings.  So, all values you see on the screen reflect a 

combination of offensive and defensive ratings and are the ‘base’ rating for each play.  This base is then 

adjusted for the formation, the called defense etc. to arrive at the final ratings used to determine the 

outcome of the play.  

 

There are four team ratings displayed: 

 

Plays 

This shows the total offensive plays and (in brackets) the number of plays needed before fatigue effects 

can apply. 

 

Fumb 

The number in the [square brackets] shows the original team fumble rating before adjustments are 

made for individual fumble ratings.  This is for information only. 

 

The number before the / is the adjusted fumble rating for the team (including individual fumble ratings).  

This reflects the % chance that a fumble will occur when the fumble routine is triggered.  The number 

after the / is the adjusted % chance that the offense will lose any fumble. 

 

Pen 

This is the adjusted penalty rating for the team – The higher the rating the more likelihood of a penalty 

being called. 

 

CGF 

The adjusted Close Game Factor.  CGF is based on a team’s W-L record against Pts F-A 

Player Ratings 

Some of the ratings on display are taken directly from the roster and are for information only.  

The ones which  

are adjusted are described below: 

 

Quarterbacks 

IN QB’s interception rating adjusted for the defense’s interception rating and weather 

effects 

HU The adjusted QB hurry rating.  A hurry roll greater or equal to this rating will trigger a 

hurry 

SC The adjusted % chance that a QB will scramble when hurried (the first SC rating shown is 

the actual scramble rating of the QB) 

SR The adjusted % chance that a QB will look for a secondary receiver when hurried 

SK The adjusted % chance that a QB will be sacked when hurried 

 

SC+SR+SK always equal 100 

 

The SK rating is displayed differently to the QB’s rating on the roster.  Here, it reflects the 

actual % chance of a  

sack. On the roster, the number must be equalled or exceeded for a sack to occur.  So a 56 on 



the roster is  

equivalent to a 45 on the play-calling screen (101-56) . 

 

Running Backs 

R The number of plays a running back must still rest to avoid fatigue penalties.  Orange is 

a warning that the player must rest soon to avoid fatigue penalties.  Red means the player is 

fatigued. 

RT RB’s run rating adjusted for the defense’s run defense, fatigue and over-use. 

 

Receivers 

R The number of plays a receiver must still rest to avoid fatigue penalties.  Orange is a 

warning that the player must rest soon to avoid fatigue penalties.  Red means the player is 

fatigued. 

L-S The adjusted percentage chance of a pass being completed.  These ratings reflect 

ratings from the current QB, the defense’s PC, LPD and Yards ratings as well as the receiver’s 

own ratings and weather effects. They also reflect if a receiver is fatigued. Adjustments may 

affect both the % number and the +/- yards designation. 

Defense 

To the right of the play-calling option buttons a table is optionally displayed showing the impact of each 

defense on each offensive play.  A full explanation of these ratings can be found in the Game Engine 

help section, but in general terms: 

 

Green  
Defensive match-up favours the defense.  The higher the number, the more effective the defense is. 

Red 

Defensive match-up favours the offense.  The higher the number, the less effective the defense is. 

Small Red 

Defensive match-up is equal.  However, if the pass in completed, then the offense is favoured when the 

yardage for  

The play is calculated.  The higher the red number the more they will be favoured.  You will see that 

these generally  

refer to situations where there is reduced coverage in the secondary due to the defensive alignment. 

Green+Small Red 

Defensive match-up favours the defense. The higher the green number, the more effective the defense 

is.  However,  

if the pass in completed, then the offense is favoured when the yardage for the play is calculated.  The 

higher the  

red number the more they will be favoured.  You will see that these generally refer to situations where 

there is  

reduced coverage in the secondary due to the defensive alignment. 

* 

Indicates that the effect only applies if a quarterback has been hurried or forced to throw to a secondary 

receiver.   

This only applies to blitz defenses. 

 

Note: The defensive impact table can be toggled on and off when you are calling an offensive play by 

pressing the D key.  

 



Adjustment Display 

The adjustment display (accessed by clicking the Adj button on the stadium screen) breaks down the 

ratings on the play-calling screen to give you an insight into how the player ratings are affected by 

various elements of the game. 

There are four sections to this display: 

Defensive In-Game Rating Adjustment 

The first section shows the impact of any defensive injuries on the team defensive ratings as follows: 

 

Base: Sum of all key player ratings on the roster who impact that rating 

Game: Sum of all key player ratings in the game who impact that rating 

Var: The rating shortfall in the game due to injuries 

Def Inj:  Var converted to a team defensive rating impact. 

 

E.g. A team has 63 run defense points on its roster.  A key player with a run defense rating of 10 is 

injured for this game.  His replacement has a rating of 7. 

 

Base = 63 

Game = 60 

Var = 3 

Rat Adj=0.6 (3/5) 

Defensive Rating Calculation  

The next section determines the actual team defensive ratings which are used in the game. 

 

Base: The base rating obtained from the roster. 

SOS/HFA: Adjustments for strength of schedule and home field advantage. 

Def Adj: For stock teams only.  This is the injury balancing factor to ensure the overall ratings 

throughout the season reflect the team ratings. 

Def Inj: The injury impact calculated above. 

Sack Adj: The sack adjustment based on the defensive sack ratingand the QB Hur rating. 

Sample Receiver Ratings 

The next section shows the breakdown of the ratings for the top receiver in the game.  The GAME 

ratings here will equal the ratings on the play-calling screen. 

 

Base: The QB’s base ratings. 

OL: The offensive line’s base contribution to the QB’s HUR rating. 

Inj: The effect of injuries on the OL contribution. 

OL Adj: For stock teams only.  This is the injury balancing factor to ensure the overall ratings 

throughout the season reflect the team ratings. 

Wthr: The impact of the current weather conditions. 

Def: The defensive ratings calculated above. 

RZ: The red-zone adjustment based on the current field position. 

CGF: The CGF adjustment based on the current field position. 

REC: The receivers PCR ratings. 

Sample Running Back Ratings 



In a similar manner, the final section shows the breakdown of the top RB in the game.  The highlighted 

RAT rating will equal the rating on the play-calling screen.  The various adjustments have all been 

explained above. 

 


